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Riddles of Science- New Elements 
• 

Chemistry In 

A Popular TalK by Sir William CrooKes 

By the English Correspondent of the Scientific American 

AT a recent dinner of, the Authors Club of Great 
Britain, Prnf. Sir WilliamCrookes, F.R.S., the emi
nent chemist, gave an interesting popular address on 
"New Elements in Chemistry," In the length of his 
discourse he traversed some of his own remarkable 
contributinns to our knowledge of physics and chem
istry, and how such have influenced the modern 
trend of scientific investigation. He pleaded guilty to 
much speculation on the nature of those complex 
variable and elusive mysteries that science has been 
accustomed to call "elements." 

Before, the eighteenth ,century, he, remarked, the 
idea of elements was nnt much removed from the 
earth, air, 'fire, and water of Empedocles-termed as 
the rational units, 'arid he proceeded to show that the 
ancients 'in"' their crude classification were not so re
motely removed from the actual truth as appeared at 
first sight. In the eighteenth century, when modern 
conceptions of chemistry first dawned on the scientific 
mind, the credulous chemist accepted the elements as 
ultimate facts. In the nineteenth century scientific 
men gravely doubted, and asked for proof of what 
hitherto had been taken for granted. Obvious ex
planations, he pointed out, were seldom the true ones, 
for simplicity was not a characteristic of Nature, 
E'or nearly a century men of science had been dream
ing of atoms, molecules, ultramundane particies, and 
speculating as to the origin of matter. This dream 
had been essentially a British dream, and toward the 
end of the nineteenth century the notion of impene
trable mysteries was dismissed. To-day we were con
fronted by problems and speculations concerning 
the ultimate constitution of the bodies we named 
"elements." 

In 1879 he advanced a theory, which has now been 
accepted, that in the phenomena of the electric 
cathode stream we were dealing neither with solid, 
liquid, nor gaseous particles, but with 'matter in a 
fourth state-"radiant matter" he called it then
which Sir Oliver Lodge described as "something much 
smaller than the atom, fragments of matt!!r, ultra
atomic corpuscles, minute things, very much smaller, 
very much lighter than atoms-things which ap
peared to be the foundation stones of which atoms 
are composed." Johnstone Stoney, nearly twenty years 
later, showed that a definite charge of electricity was 
associated with the ions of matter, and this charge 
h{· called an electron. It was later still that electrons 
were found to be the same as radiant matter, capable 
of existing independently. The identity nf matter 
with electrons threw all our notions of what consti
tutes a chemical element into temporary confusion. 

Chemists began to ask themselves, "What is the 
actual ultimate element?" The very idea of an ele
ment as something absnlutely primary and ultimate 
was growing less and less distinct, until to-day we 
admitted the possibility of resolving the chemical 
elements into simple forms of matter"qr even of re
fining them away altogether. In 1886 he' ventured to 
revive the speculation that behind and anter!nr to 
matter was a substance (sub stans) which he called 

Real Wild Horses 
IT was the Russian explorer, Prjevalsky, who dis

covered a new and quite distinct wild horse in the 
Gobi Desert, to the south of Mongolia. Although evi
dence existed that wild horses were probably as 
abundant in prehistoric times in the south of Europe 
as zebras are to-day in British East Africa, most 
naturalists believed that true wild horses with an un
broken line of wild ancestry were extinct. Hence great 
interest was felt in Prjevalsky's discovery. Later the 
brotners Grum-Grjimailo saw the horses in the desert 
and learned new facts about them. 

The'Russians decided to capture a number of the 
animals 'and take them to Europe. Their efforts were 
successful, and several years ago a herd of about 
thirty of the Prjevalsky horses, after much trouble, 
were landed in Europe. Most of them are still in 
RUSSia/but a few were taken to Englarid, where they 
are kept 'On the' estate of the Duke of Bedford. 

The English naturalists did not make a scientific 
study of the animals in that country because the Rus
sians have had a most thorough investigation in 
progress, with the advantage that nearly all the cap
tive horses and a number of skeletons are in their 
hands. Very few of the English naturalists believed 
that they were true wild horses, but looked upon them 
either as a kiang, hybrid-the kiang being a species 
of asB-7-oras the offspring of escaped Mongol ponies. 

The RUSSians, however, appeared to have settled the 

question. They have proved, it is claimed, by the 

"protyle." By the operation of forms of energy on 
protyle he drew a picture of the gradual formation of 
the chemical elements; those of lower atomic weight 
ferming first, then those of intermediate weight, and 
finally the elements of highest atomic weight, such as 
uranium. "What comes after uranium?" he asked, 
and he answered back, "The result of the next step 
will be the, formation of bodies the dissociation of 
which is not beynnd the powers of our terrestrial 
resources." This was little more than a dream 
twenty-five years ago, but a dream which daily dre w 

nearer to entire and vivid fulfillment. Now in the 
twentieth century, ideas were floated which lead us 
to think the old views of Empedocles might not be 
so hopelessly absurd as they. were cnnsidered some 
years ago. Regarded as elementary attributes all 
Nature was included in the ideas of "earth, water, 
air, and fire." The cORception of solidity was em
bodied in the word "earth"; water stood for the state 
of liquidity; air represented the gaseous condition, 
while "fire" stood for all forms o'f preponderable 
energy. Opinions differed as to the constitution of 
the electron. Some consider it to be an electrical 
charge on a material substratum; others saw no neces
sity for the material nucleus, and considered the 
electron to be pure disembodied electricity, thus ap
proaching to the old idea of Buscovitch, accepted by 
li'araday, that the atom was only a center of force. 

But if we were dubious as to the constitution of 
the electron, physicists had settled many of its phy
sical constants. Taking as a standard the atoll?- of 
hydrogen, the smallest material body hithertO' re'cog· 
nized, the'mass of the electron was 1/7000 of an atom 
of hydrogen, and it moved with a velocity of two
thirds that of light. It was easy to see that its 
kinetic energy was, enormous, equal to 3,500,000 foot
tons per milligram. So far he had given speculations 
with no apparent connection. Chemists had been bat
tering at the door of the unknown, doing their utmost 
to get a glimpse of a few nf the secrets so darkly 
hidden. Suddenly an unexpected, almost incredible 
thing happened: radium, the epoch-maker, was dis
covered, and then speculations which were drifting 
in chaos began to show some signs of order. Radium, 
judged by severest chemical canons, had all the at
tributes of a chemical element. It fo'rmed salts with 
the halogens, it had a definite atomic weight, it had 
a well-defined characteristic spectrum, and it had the 
appearance and luster of a metal. A bit of radium 
that would go into a thimble had almost shaken our 
belief in the conservation of substance, the stability 
of the chemical elements, the undulatory theory of 
light, and the nature of electricity. Radiant matter 
and radium had given us a new science--':that of 
radio-activity. Not only had radio-activity revealed 
to us the' fact that the "element" radium was chang
ing into helium, but chemists alert to the strange 
metamorphosis had traced similar changes in other 
directions. Derived elements were revealing them
selves with bewildering rapidity, more than twenty 
being known-and the cry was "still they come." 

methods of comparative anatomy and in other ways 
that the Prjevalsky horse has nO' relationship with 
Mongol species or the kiang, but is a valid and distinct 
species. of the "genus horse, without relationship to the 
ass, although it has some features that remind one 
of tire Asiatic ass; but even in these features, as the 
tail, for example, the resemblance is closer to the 
horse than to the ass. 

The animals were mere colts when they arrived in 
Europe, and were nnt preposseSSing, for they did not 
take kindly to the novel surroundings, were out of 
condition, and had ragged coats and awkward gaits. 
They have now reached maturity, have been well cared 
for, and are good-looking animals. 

Many naturalists hold the opinion that the domestic 
horse nf to-day was "mainly derived, from three wild 
species, which have" been named, the' steppe, forest 
and plateau varieties. The Prjevalsky horse is a rep
resentative of the steppe variety. 

The brothers GruID-Grjimailo, who have had the 
best opportunity to observe this horse in its wild 
state, ,say that it lives in the level districts and goes 
at night to the pasture-lands and drinking-places. At 
break of day it returns to the desert, where it rests 
until sunset. 

When there are nursing colts in the herd the animals 
always rest in the same place, but this does not appear 
to be the case when the foals become larger. 

They usually walk one behind, the other, so that the 
region where they live is covered with deep tracks. 
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It was in the ores of uranium that radium was first 
discovered, and for some time they were considered 
to be only accidental associates; later work had shown 
them to be interchangeable. Uranium itself was un
dergoing slow change, passing through one or more 
intermediate forms into radium. He likened uranium 
and the new bodies proceeding therefrom to a genea
logical tree. There were more than twenty of these 
new bodies, all of which deserved the appellation of 
elements. But whereas the elements of the nineteenth 
century were apparently everlasting, these upstart 
elements had finite existences. Uranium for instance 
has a life duration of 300,000;000 years, radium one of 
a few thousand years, others of a few days, and so 
on, till we came to those whose life history was 
rounded by. four seconds. Nature supplies us with 
facts which were riddles until the law of change was 
recognized. One body in its mineral ore was almost 
always associated with another body; sometimes in 
small, and at other times in larger, quantities. Let 
no one, however, contemplate wealth beyond the 
dreams of avarice by laying down a cellar full of lead 
and waiting for it to mature into silver and gold. 
Probably the expected transmutation would occur, but 
its completion would require a lapse of t�me cnmpared 
to which the 300,000,000 years' life of uranium would 
be a trifle. 

Physicists were now beginning to say that there 
was no such thing as matter; that when we had caught 
and tamed the elusive atom and split it into 700 little 
bits, these residual little particles would turn out to 
be nnthing more than superposed layers of positive and 
negative electricity. He refrained from speculating 
as to what would happen if some clever researcher of 
the future discovered a method of making these 
alternate layers of plus and minus cancel each 
other' out! 

It must never be forgotten that theories were more 
than mutable; they were nnly useful so long as they 
admitted of the harmonious correlation of facts into 
a reasonable system. Directly a fact refused to be 
pigeon-holed, and would not be explained on theoretic 
grounds, the theory must go or it must be revised to 
admit the new fact. The nineteenth century saw the 
birth of new views of atoms, electricity, and ether. 
Our twentieth century views of the constitution of 
n:atter might appear satisfactory to us, but how would 
it be at the close of the present century? Were we not 
incessantly learning the lesson that nul' researches 
had only a provisional value. A hundred years hence 
should 'we acquiesce in the resolution of the material 
universe into a swarm of rushing electrons? H..,e could 
not conclude better than by quoting snme words he 
wrote more than thirty years ago: "We have actually 
touched the borderland where matter and energy seem 
to merge into one anoth�r-the shadowy realm be
tween the known and the unknown. I venture to' thiJt.k 
that the greatest scientific problems of the future will 
find their solution in this borderland and even beyond. 
Here it seems to me lie ultimate realities, subtle, far
reaching, wonderful." 

They neigh clearly, and the sound is exactly like the 
neigh of the domestic horse. There is the same resem
blance, between the snorting of a badly frightened wild 
horse and that of domestic horses when scared. 

The Mnngolians have made many attempts to tame 
the wild, horses, but in vain. All efforts to tame the 
animals that have been taken to Europe have also 
failed. Thus far the horse will not submit to man, is 
afraid of him, and cannot be rendered serviceable. 
Although now accustomed to the Sight of human 
beings, the captives are very badly frightened if a per
son approaches nearer than two or three rods of them. 

--------

Recently the use of iron wire instead of platinUJn 
in the manufacture of electric light bulbs was fore
casted by Dr. H. J, S. Sand, of the Nottingham Uni
versity College. Dr. Sand gave a demonstration of 
vacuum-tight seals between iron and glass. He an
nounced his discnvery of a method of sealing iron 
wire vacuum-tight in glass. Till now" he said, the 
only metal that had been sealed vacuum-tight into 
glass on a successful commercial scale was platinum. 
Two hundred and fifty million electric lamps were 
manufactured annually, and they contained minute 
pieces of platinum wire. Platinum was one of the 
most expensive metals known, and the amount used 
annually in this way was 'Worth over $500,000. The 
cost of the same wire, if of 11'on, would be practically 
negligible. 
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